
EE573 Fall 2002, Final Exam
open book, open notes. if a question seems ambiguous, ask me to clarify the ques-

tion. If my answer doesn’t satisfy you, please state your assumptions. Look at the black
board occasionally to make sure I haven’t added information about a question as a re-
sult of another students inquiries. If you can’t see the blackboard, stand up occasionally
and check it.Tests will be taken up at 10:00am

1: Syllabus question. The course has a total of four exams.

TRUE

FALSE

2: Given the following grammar:

� � � ���

� � ��

� � �

� � ��

� � �

Let� be the language recognized by this grammar. circle all that are true.

(a) Sentences in� can be recognized by a DFA

(b) Sentences in� can be recognized by an LL parser

(c) Sentences in� can be recognized by an LR(0) parser

(d) Sentences in� can be recognized by an LR(k) parser
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The following grammar��, which accepts language��, is used in questions 3, 4,
5 and 6.

� � �� �� � ���

� � � ��

� � �� ���

� � ��

3: Circle all that are terminal symbols in��.

� id := � eof �

4: Circle all that are non-terminal symbols in��.

� id := � eof �
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The following grammar��, which accepts language��, is used in questions 3, 4,
5 and 6.

� � �� �� � ���

� � � ��

� � �� ���

� � ��

5: Give the parse tree for id := id+((id+id))+id)
S

id E:= eof

E + E

id ( + )E E

( E + E id)

id id

6: Write an LL parser for��. Denote a call to the semantic routine for some non-
terminal� by���. You do not need to write what the semeantic routine actually does.

main( )�
match(”id”);
match(”:=”);
E( );
match(eof);

�

E( ) �
if token(”(”) �

match(”(”);
E( );
match(”+”);
E( );
match(”)”);

�
else if token(”id”)�

match(”id”);
�
else�

E( );
match(”+”);
E( );

�
�
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7: Let the grammar for theunif statement be:

���� � ���� ���������� �� � 	
�� ������	��

������ ���� ��� ��	�	 ���� ����� ��	� ��� ��	

��	�	 ���� � ���	
���	� ��	�	 ��	 ���� ���

The semantics of theunif are unlike those of theif statement. In particular, if the
un b expr is true, theunelse part is executed, and if theun b expr is false (i.e. untrue),
theunthen part is executed. Also, because the deadline for implementation of theunif
statement is at 10:00am today,unif statements cannot nested.

Given anunif data structure that looks like:

unif �
out label;
unelse label;

�

Do the following:

(a) write pseudo-code for the#startunif semantic routine

unif.outlabel = newlabel( );
unif.unelselabel = ” ” ;

(b) write pseudo-code for the#uniftest semantic routine

check thatun b expr is the correct type
unif.unelselabel = newlabel( );
GEN(JUMP1,b expr, unif.unelselabel);

(c) write pseudo-code for the#gen out label semantic routine

GEN(LABEL, b expr, unif.out label);

(d) write pseudo-code for the#gen unelse label semantic routine

GEN(LABEL, b expr, unif.un elselabel);
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8: Things that are typically put on activation records are: (circle all that are correct):

(a) values of the caller’s registers

(b) the callee’s temporary values and register spill values

(c) the callee return value

(d) global variables

(e) the display values

(f) the caller stack pointer

9: Displays are used to (circle all that are correct):

(a) link together activation records so that routines can access local variables from
statically enclosing routines

(b) link together activation records so that routines can access local variables from
non-statically enclosing routines

(c) link together semantic records during parsing

10: Call by value places (circle all that are correct)

(a) Argument values on the stack

(b) Argument addresses on the stack

(c) Argument values on the stack for small arguments, and addresses for large argu-
ments

(d) Argument addresses on the stack for small arguments, and values for large argu-
ments
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Given the data flow graph:

add r2, r0, r1
add r2, r2, r2
add r2, r3, r4

IN = X

OUT = Y

IN = {r4,r1}IN = {r4}IN = {r4,r0}

GEN = W
KILL = Z

the dataflow equation:

����� � �	����
�

����������	� ����

������ �
�

��������������
	
���

Let register�� be a member ofKill if it is assigned in the block. Let register� � be a
member ofGen if it is read in the block, and thevalue read from it was not assigned in
the block. Let the values for the out sets of blocks A, B and C be as shown in the flow
graph. Then give the values of:

X: �r3, r2, r0�

Y: �r4�

W: �r3, r2, r0�

Z: � r4, r2, r1�
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11: Given the program:

load I, tmp1
load J, tmp2
add tmp1, tmp2, tmp3
load K, tmp4
add tmp1, tmp4, tmp5
add tmp4, tmp5, tmp6
add tmp1, tmp2, tmp5

Using 3 registers, r1, r2, r3, perform register assignments on the tmp variables. Use the
Live/Dead, Save/NoSave scheme in the book to do the allocation.tmp4, tmp6 and
tmp7 are alive at the end of the block. Indicate a spill asspill(r,l) wherer is a
register number andl is the location you are spilling it to (e.g. loc1, loc2, ...) Indicate
a load of a register asload l, r.

load I, r1
load J, r2
add r1, r2, r3
load K, r3
spill(r2, loc1)
add r1, r3, r2
add r3, r2, r2
spill(r2, tmp6)
load(r2, loc1)
spill(r3,tmp4)
add r1, r2, r3
spill(r3,tmp7)
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12: Assume thata andb are not aliased to each other (i.e. none of the storage ofa is
the same as the storeage ofb). Given the loop

do i = 1, n
a(4*i+2) = b(9*i+6)
b(3+i-3) = a(12*i+5)

end do

Write the diophantine equations that need to be solved to test for dependence.

� � �� � � � � �� � � (1)

� � �� � � �� � � (2)

(3)

	 � �� 
 � �
 � �� � � (4)

	 � �� �
 � �� � � (5)

(6)

What is the relevantgcd for each equation?
First equation 3, second equation is 2.
Circle the diophantine equations above that have solutions.
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13: Given the program:

do i = 1, n
S1: a(i) = b(i-1)
S2: b(i) = a(i-1)
end do

circle all that are true:

(a) The loop can be vectorized and parallelized

(b) The loop cannot be vectorized or parallelized

(c) The loop can be vectorized but cannot be parallelized

(d) Interchanging S1 and S2 will allow the loops to be parallelized

(e) Interchanging S1 and S2 will allow the loops to be vectorized

14: Given the program (the same as above, but now���� �� is ���� ��):

do i = 1, n
S1: a(i) =���� ��
S2: b(i) = a(i-1)
end do

circle all that are true:

(a) The loop can be vectorized and parallelized

(b) The loop cannot be vectorized or parallelized

(c) The loop can be vectorized but cannot be parallelized

(d) Interchanging S1 and S2 will allow the loops to be parallelized

(e) Interchanging S1 and S2 will allow the loops to be vectorized
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The following loop is used for questions 15-17. In all questions, assume the only
possible dependences are between��� �� and��� �� � � ��.

do i = 1, 4
do j = 1, 4

a(i,j) = . . .
. . . = a(i-1,j-1). . .

end do
end do

15: draw the iteration space diagram for the loop. Use the template below. Each
iteration should use one “dot” on the iteration space diagram (i.e. don’t worry about
representing individual statements.)

i =        1                  2                  3                   4

j = 1

j = 2

j = 3

j = 4

16: Give the dependence distance and direction vector (using either notation for di-
rection) for the dependence from��� �� to ��� �� � � ��.

distance = (1,1), direction = (�,�) or (1,1)

17: Circle transformations that would be legal:

(a) parallelization

(b) vectorization

(c) interchange

(d) fission

(e) fission followed by parallelization
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18a: Rewrite the following loop as a parallel loop. Name the tranformation used.

s = 0
do i = 1, n

s = s +a(i)
end do

This isparallelization of a reduction operation and one way to do it is (three were given
in the notes, anything that achieves the goal of parallelizing the loop will be correct):

PARALLEL DO i = 1, n
PRIVATE s = 0;
s = s +a(i);

POSTAMBLE
LOCK

sum = sum + 2
UNLOCK

ENDDO

18b: Would the same tranformation be legal on the following loop in a language that
passes parameters by reference? (answer “yes” or “no”)

s = 0 do i = 1, n
s = s +a(i)
f(s)

end do

NO.

18c: Would the same tranformation be legal on the following loop in a language that
passes parameters that does not allow� to be changed in�� �? (answer “yes” or “no”)

s = 0 do i = 1, n
s = s +a(i)
f(s)

end do

NO. 
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19: Make the following loop parallelizable, and name the transformation you use.

do i = 1, n
s = a(i)+b(i)*c(i)
x(i) = s*d(i)

end do
y = s

Privatization. There is more than one correct way to do this (particularly saving the
last value of� to �.) I’ve shown one below.

do i = 1, n
PRIVATE s2
s2 = a(i)+b(i)*c(i)
x(i) = s2*d(i)
if (i == n) s = s2;

end do
y = s
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Text of corrections/clarifications put on the board.

1) 17d fission is the same as distribution

2) Quest. ‘0, page 6
add ri, rj, rk <-- d3stination register

______
ˆ
| source registers

Also, the sentence
"Let the values for the out sets ..."
should read
"Let the values for the in sets ...)

Quest 11
Generated code shold be 3-address code
Add ri, rj, rk where rj may equal ri or rj if desirable and legal

all add instructino operands should be registers

Question 5: give the parse tree for id := id + ((id+id) + id) eof

Quesgt 11, last line of program is
add tmp1, tmp2, tmp7

Quest 12, second line
b(3+i-3) should be b(3*i-3)

Assume n>= 1 fo rQuests 18a, 18b, 18c, 19
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